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April 04, 2022

Demonstrating our commitment to law firm and corporate
legal clients, along with a national network of channel partners
and service providers, CloudNine is excited to announce the
latest version of CloudNine Review.

Release Theme for CloudNine Review:
This release includes customer requested updates to the Viewer within CloudNine Review to provide
users a more enhanced experience for records review.
Additionally, the direct connections to CloudNine ESI Analyst, the industry leading solution for
modern data production and review, empower the benefits of a streamlined workflow by combining
both traditional and modern data types including text messages, corporate chats, social media and
more. Read below for detail on the enhancements included with this update.

Updated Viewer Experience
•

•

Display image documents in one pane to
enable easy scrolling between pages
including single page tiffs or multipage
PDFs.
Load individual pages to begin review
immediately without waiting for the
complete record to load.

Access more color options for annotation
and redactions.
Create and store custom redaction
reasons to apply instantly on other
matter. Projects with redactions applied
will still use the current viewer. All other
projects or new projects will be upgraded.

•
•

Portal Integration Connecting Review to ESI Analyst
Process and promote both traditional and modern data types to CloudNine Review through
CloudNine’s Discovery Portal™. Leveraging the integration of CloudNine’s ESI Analyst, customers
can now combine traditional matter with modern data types including SMS/mobile device messaging,
social media, collaboration apps (Slack and Teams), geolocations, user computer activity and more
from a single, SaaS platform for the most complete review experience on the market.
•

Global Deduplication: ESI is the only
solution support automated global
deduplication across all connected
communication sources.

•

Global Actor Normalization: ESI is
the only solution supporting userdesignated actor/name normalization
across all connected communication
sources.

•

Native Analysis: ESI is the only
solution providing a native analysis of
data, (not documents) across all
connected communication sources.

•

Automated Parsing and Loading of
Cellebrite & JSON Data (e.g., Slack):
ESI is the only solution supporting
automating parsing of Cellebrite & Slack
across all connected communication
sources.

Local Culling Prior to Upload
Cull data locally to reduce cost, data volumes and review time through CloudNine Discovery Portal
prior to uploading to CloudNine Review.
•
•
•

Inventory data sources quickly
Filter data by file type
Filter data by specific folders

•
•

Filter data by date
Identify corrupt PST prior to upload

Learn more and access the flexibility and efficiency of the
latest release of CloudNine Review
Request a Demo to
Learn More

Watch the
Enhancement Video

CloudNine Customer Support:
Visit the CloudNine Review Knowledge Base (login required) for training and support resources. If
you have any questions, please contact CloudNine Customer Support:
Email:

reviewsupport@cloudnine.com

Phone: 713.462.6464, ext. 11

About CloudNine:

Every day, our customers including corporations, law firms, government agencies, and legal
service providers answer their most pressing eDiscovery questions using CloudNine
applications. As the community evolves, our commitment to proactively listen, evaluate, and
prioritize development remains a constant driver to meet the needs of our users.
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